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Abstract
The supervisory control of probabilistic discrete event systems
(PDESs) is investigated under the assumptions that the supervisory con-
troller (supervisor) is probabilistic and has a partial observation. The
probabilistic P-supervisor is defined, which specifies a probability distri-
bution on the control patterns for each observation. The notions of the
probabilistic controllability and observability are proposed and demon-
strated to be a necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the
probabilistic P-supervisors. Moreover, the polynomial verification algo-
rithms for the probabilistic controllability and observability are put for-
ward. In addition, the infimal probabilistic controllable and observable
superlanguage is introduced and computed as the solution of the optimal
control problem of PDESs. Several examples are presented to illustrate
the results obtained.
Keywords: probabilistic discrete event systems(PDESs), probabilistic au-
tomata, probabilistic languages, supervisory control, optimal control.
1 Introduction
Discrete event systems (DESs) are the event-driven systems with discrete states
[1]. The supervisory control of DESs was initially proposed by Ramadge and
Wonham [2]. Since then, this problem has gained extensive attention in com-
munity (see e.g., [3]-[13]). Supervisory control of the partial observed DESs was
first considered by Lin and Wonham [3], and Cieslak et al. [4], respectively. The
necessary and sufficient conditions for an achievable specification by supervisory
control were presented in [3]. When these conditions are not met, that is, the
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given specification is unachievable, the issue of finding an achievable approxi-
mation come forward. The infimal controllable and observable superlanguage
of the specification was considered in [6], [7] and [13]. Moreover, the calculating
algorithm for the supremal controllable normal sublanguage was provided in [5],
and a larger controllable and observable sublanguage was obtained in [8]. In
particular, the synthesis issue of the maximally permissive supervisors for the
partial observed DESs was also well investigated in [11] and [12].
However, the (conventional) DESs model cannot characterize the probabilis-
tic properties of the probabilistic systems, which exist commonly in the engi-
neering field. In order to characterize these probabilistic systems accurately, the
probabilistic discrete event systems (PDESs) model (or called as the stochastic
discrete event systems model in some literature), as an extension of the DESs
model, was put forward. Besides the components in the DESs model, the PDESs
model additionally defines another component concerning probabilities, includ-
ing the transition probabilities between states and the termination probabilities
at states. The probability component offers the PDESs model the ability to
characterize the uncertainties in probabilistic systems.
In recent years, the PDESs model has received considerable attention in the
community, especially on the issues of supervisory control (see e.g., [13]-[22]),
fault diagnosis (see e.g., [23]-[25]), fault prediction (see e.g., [26]-[29]), and state
detection [29], [30]. Moreover, the PDESs model also has been applied to many
practical problems in various areas [31], such as robot control [32]-[34], tobacco
control [35], multi-risk systems [36] and so on.
In this paper, we are devoted into researching the control of PDESs, which
was considered by Lin et al. [14], [15], and Kumar et al. [18], and Lawford et
al. [16], [17], respectively. In supervisory control of PDESs, the specifications
can be deterministic and probabilistic. However, the control approaches for de-
terministic specifications, such as safety and non-blockingness, have been well
investigated for (conventional) DESs, and those approaches also can be applied
to PDESs by only considering their logic parts. Hence, only probabilistic spec-
ifications are dealt with in [14]-[18]. For simplicity, this paper also just handles
probabilistic specifications.
Lin et al. [14], [15] investigated the issue of the fault-tolerant control of
PDESs with “soft” specifications, which can be violated within a tolerable scope.
Lin [14] first considered using probability to specify what is tolerable in the fault-
tolerant control. Li et al. [15] further developed the work presented in [14], in
which the authors discussed standard supervisor synthesis problem and reset
supervisor synthesis problem.
Kumar et al. [18] investigated the “range” control problem of PDESs with
the assumption that the supervisor has a full observation. The specification of
the “range” control is given by a pre-specified range, where the upper bound is
a non-probabilistic language, and the lower bound is a probabilistic language.
Similar to [14] and [15], [18] also defined a deterministic supervisor that always
issues determinate control actions.
Lawford et al. [16] demonstrated that the probabilistic supervisor generates
a much larger class of probabilistic languages than the deterministic supervisor
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does. Hence, they pointed out that the probabilistic control mechanism is much
more powerful than the deterministic one. As a result, Lawford et al. [16],
[17], defined a probabilistic supervisor, which is also supposed to have a full
observation.
Recently, Pantelic et al. [20] investigated the optimal control problem of
PDESs. The optimal control aims to synthesize a supervisor that minimizes the
distance between the uncontrollable specification and its controllable approx-
imation. In order to measure the distance, Pantelic et al. [21] proposed the
notion of the pseudometric, and its calculating algorithms.
Chattopadhyay et. al [22] also considered the optimal control issue of
PDESs. However, different from [20], the optimal objective is maximizing the
renormalized language measure vector for the controlled plant. Based on the
measurement, Chattopadhyay et. al also formulated a theory for the optimal
control of PDESs.
It should be pointed out that the supervisors defined in [16]-[22] are all sup-
posed to have a full observation to the events, which are not always satisfied in
practical engineering systems. In this paper, we focus on the supervisory control
problem of PDESs with the assumptions that the supervisor is probabilistic and
has a partial observation to the events.
Different from the full-observation supervisors defined in [16]-[22], we de-
fine a partial-observation probabilistic supervisor, called as the probabilistic
P-supervisor, which specifies a probabilistic distribution on the control pat-
terns to each observation. Intuitively, for each observation, the probabilistic P-
supervisor makes a special roulette. The roulette issues several outcomes with
the pre-specified probabilities. Before making a control decision, the supervisor
will “roll” the corresponding roulette, and then adopt the jth control pattern if
the jth outcome is issued. In addition, we demonstrate the equivalence between
the probabilistic P-supervisor and the scaling-factor function.
We then present the notions of the probabilistic controllability and observ-
ability, and their polynomial verification algorithms. We also demonstrate that
the probabilistic controllability and observability are the necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for the existence of the probabilistic P-supervisors, and provide
the design method of the probabilistic P-supervisor. Moreover, we consider the
optimal control problem of PDESs. Different from [20-22], the infimal prob-
abilistic controllable and observable superlanguage is defined and computed as
the solution of the optimal control problem of PDESs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related notations and the
necessary preliminaries are presented in Section II. Then the probabilistic P-
supervisor is defined, and the equivalence of the probabilistic P-supervisor and
the scaling-factor function is demonstrated in Section III. After that, in Section
IV the supervisory control theory of PDESs under the partial observations are
established. Finally, we investigate the optimal control problem of PDESs in
Section V, and summarize the main results and mention several future research
directions in Section VI.
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2 Notation and Preliminaries
In this section, we would introduce the automata model and languages model
for probabilistic discrete event systems (PDESs).
A PDES is usually characterized by a probabilistic automaton. Formally,
we present the following definition.
Definition 1 A PDES could be modeled as the following probabilistic automa-
ton:
G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu. (1)
• X is the nonempty finite set of states.
• x0 P X is the initial state.
• Σ is the nonempty finite set of events. Σ “ ΣcYΣuc, where the Σc and Σuc
denote the controllable and uncontrollable events set, respectively. Without
loss of generality, in this paper, let |Σ| “ n, |Σc| “ m, and σi P Σc for
i P r1,ms, and σi P Σuc for i P rm ` 1, ns. Moreover, Σ “ Σo Y Σuo,
where the Σo and Σuo denote the observable and unobservable events sets,
respectively.
• δ : X ˆΣÑ X is the (partial) transition function. The function δ can be
extended to X ˆ Σ˚ by the natural manner.
• ρ : XˆΣÑ r0, 1s is the transition-probability function. ρpx, σq is the prob-
ability of the transition δpx, σq. If δpx, σq is defined, denoted as δpx, σq!,
then ρpx, σq ą 0; else if δpx, σq is not defined, denoted as δpx, σq!, then
ρpx, σq “ 0. Particularly, @x P X,
ř
σPΣ ρpx, σq ď 1.
ř
σPΣ ρpx, σq, called
as the liveness of the state x, characterizes the possibility of certain events
occurring at the state x. 1´
ř
σPΣ ρpx, σq, called as the termination prob-
ability at the state x, characterizes the probability of no event occurring
at x. In particular, if
ř
σPΣ ρpx, σq “ 1 holds for any x P X, then the
system G is called as nonterminating PDES, otherwise, the system G is
called as terminating PDES.
In general, the states that are not reachable from the initial state are mean-
ingless. Hence, these states and all the transitions attached to them can be
removed. This operation is denoted by Acp¨q. In this paper, we assume that any
a automaton (or probabilistic automaton) G is accessible, that is, G “ AcpGq.
The logic part of the PDES G, denoted by logicpGq, is obtained by dropping
the probabilistic module from G. That is, logicpGq “ tX, x0,Σ, δu, which is a
(conventional) DES.
Lawford and Wonham [16] presented a method to extend a terminating
system to a nonterminating one. However, even if the plant is a nonterminating
PDES, it would be changed into a general one during the supervisory control
[18]. Hence, we would consider the general PDESs in this paper.
The combination of two PDESs could be characterized by the product oper-
ation, which is defined as follows.
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Definition 2 Given a pair of PDESs Hi “ tQi, q0,i,Σ, δHi , ρHiu, i P t1, 2u.
The product of Hi, denoted by H1 ˆH2, is defined as follows.
H “ H1 ˆH2 “ tQ1 ˆQ2, pq0,1, q0,2q,Σ, δH , ρHu, (2)
where the ρH and δH are, respectively, defined as
ρHppq1, q2q, σq “ mintρH1pq1, σq, ρH2pq2, σqu, (3)
and if ρHppq1, q2q, σq ą 0,
δHppq1, q2q, σq “ pδH1pq1, σq, δH2pq2, σqq. (4)
According to the definition, it is clear that logicpH1 ˆ H2q “ logicpH1q ˆ
logicpH2q.
The behaviors of a PDES is characterized by the its generated language,
which is defined as follows.
Definition 3 The probabilistic language generated by the PDES G is defined
as the following mapping LG : Σ
˚ Ñ r0, 1s.
LGpǫq “ 1, (5)
where ǫ is the empty character, and for @s P Σ˚ and @σ P Σ,
LGpsσq “
#
LGpsq ˚ ρpδpx0, sq, σq, if δpx0, sq!,
0, otherwise.
(6)
Intuitively, LGpsq could be viewed as the probability that the string s can be
executed in plant G. LGpǫq “ 1 represents that a system can always execute the
empty character [18].
Since
ř
σPΣ ρpx, σq ď 1, it is easy to obtainÿ
σPΣ
LGpsσq ď LGpsq,@s P Σ
˚. (7)
Equations (5) and (7) are exactly the conditions P1) and P2), respectively, in
[18]. Therefore, the generated language of a PDES is the probabilistic language
defined in [18].
Definition 4 Given a pair of PDESs H1 and H2. H1 and H2 are said to be
language-equivalent if they generate the same probabilistic language, that is,
LH1psq “ LH2psq, for @s P Σ
˚.
The support language of a probabilistic language L is defined as supppLq “
ts P Σ˚|Lpsq ą 0u [18]. It should be pointed out that the support language of a
probabilistic language is always prefix-closed.
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A probabilistic language L is regular if there exists a finite state probabilistic
automaton generating L. Only regular probabilistic languages are considered in
this paper for convenience.
In this paper, the behaviors of PDESs are assumed to be partially observed
by supervisors. The partial observation can be characterized by the projection
function P : ΣÑ Σo, which is defined as follows.
P pσq “
#
σ, if σ P Σo,
ǫ, otherwise,
(8)
where ǫ is the empty character. It can be extended to Σ˚ by P pǫq “ ǫ, and
P psσq “ P psqP pσq for s P Σ˚ and σ P Σ.
The common part of two systems behaviors could be characterized by the
intersection operation defined as follows.
Definition 5 Given two probabilistic languages L1 and L2 over events set Σ.
The intersection of L1 and L2, denoted by L1 X L2, is defined as follows.
pL1 X L2qpǫq “ 1; (9)
and for @s P Σ˚,@σ P Σ,
pL1 X L2qpsσq “
$’&’%
pL1 X L2qpsq ˚mint
L1psσq
L1psq
,
L2psσq
L2psq
u,
if s P supppL1 X L2q,
0, otherwise.
(10)
According to the definitions of product (ˆ) and intersection (X), it is obvious
that LH1ˆH2 “ LH1 X LH2 .
Definition 6 Given two probabilistic languages L1 and L2 over events set Σ,
supppL1q Ď supppL2q. L1 is said to be a probabilistic sublanguage of L2, de-
noted as L1 Ď L2, if for @s P supppL1q and @σ P Σ,
L1psσq
L1psq
ď
L2psσq
L2psq
. (11)
Since L1pǫq “ L2pǫq “ 1, by induction on the length of the string, it is easy
to prove that L1psq ď L2psq, if L1 Ď L2. Moreover, it is obvious L1 Ď L2 ñ
supppL1q Ď supppL2q.
In the rest of this paper, the probabilistic sublanguage is abbreviated to
sublanguage.
By means of the definitions of intersection (X) and sublanguage (Ď), the
following proposition could be obtained immediately.
Proposition 1 Given two probabilistic languages L1 and L2 over events set Σ.
L1 X L2 Ď L1; L1 X L2 Ď L2.
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Definition 7 Given a pair of PDESs Hi “ tQi, q0,i,Σ, δHi , ρHiu, i P t1, 2u.
H1 is called as a probabilistic subautomaton of H2, denoted as H1 Ď H2, if
Q1 Ď Q2, and q0,1 “ q0,2, and for @q P Q1, @σ P Σ,
rδH1pq, σq “ δH2pq, σqs ^ rρH1pq, σq ď ρH2pq, σqs. (12)
Intuitively, the notion of probabilistic subautomaton particularly requires
that the state transition diagram of H1 must be a subgraph of that of H2,
and the probabilities of the corresponding transitions in H1 must be not larger
than that in H2.
In the rest of the paper, the probabilistic subautomaton is abbreviated to
subautomaton.
According to the definitions of sublanguage (Ď) and subautomaton (Ď), we
have the following propositions.
Proposition 2 H Ď Gñ LH Ď LG;
3 partial-observation probabilistic supervisor
In this section, we define a partial-observation probabilistic supervisor, called
as the probabilistic P-supervisor, and then demonstrate the equivalence of the
probabilistic P-supervisor and the scaling-factor function.
The supervisor was defined under the assumption of full observation in [16]-
[22]. In order to characterize the partial observation of the probabilistic super-
visor, we would consider a partial-observation probabilistic supervisor, which is
defined as follows.
Definition 8 Given plant G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu with σi P Σc for i P r1,ms,
σi P Σuc for i P rm ` 1, ns, and the observable events set Σo. Θ “ tθj |θj “
ψ Y Σuc, ψ P 2
Σcu is the set of control patterns. The probabilistic P-supervisor
Sp : P pLGq Ñ r0, 1s
Θ is defined as follows: @s P supppLGq, P psq “ t,
Spptq “
¨˚
˚˝ p
t
0
pt1
...
pt2m´1
‹˛‹‚, (13)
where ptj, j P r0, 2
m´1s, is the probability of control pattern θj P Θ being adopted
by the supervisor when observing t. These ptj form a probabilistic distribution.
That is,
ř2m´1
j“0 p
t
j “ 1.
Remark 1 Intuitively, Spptq could be viewed as a special roulette for the obser-
vation t. The roulette issues 2m outcomes with the probabilities ptj , j P r0, 2
m´1s.
While observing t, the supervisor will “roll” the roulette corresponding to t, and
then adopt the jth control pattern if the jth outcome is issued.
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We could encode any a control pattern θj , j P r0, 2
m´1s, to anm-bits binary
number pbmbm´1....b2b1q2, bi P t0, 1u as follows. Firstly, if the controllable event
σi P θj , then the ith bit of the binary number bi “ 1, otherwise bi “ 0, i P r1,ms.
Secondly, let j “ pbmbm´1....b2b1q2. Consequently, we obtain such a simple
encoding rule.
More formally, the containment relationship between the ith controllable
event and the jth control pattern can be represented by the containment matrix
rINpi, jqs
jPr0,2m´1s
iPr1,ms , in which INpi, jq “ 1 if σi P θj , otherwise INpi, jq “ 0.
Actually, the containment matrix IN is only related to the variable m, and the
jth column of matrix IN is the binary form of the decimal integer j.
Note that the containment matrix IN does not consider the rth (r P
rm ` 1, ns) event that is uncontrollable event. Since the uncontrollable events
are always contained in any control patterns, we can obtain the complete con-
tainment matrix IN by adding pn´mq rows with all the entries being 1 to the
matrix IN .
Example 1 Suppose Σ “ tσ1, σ2, σ3u, where σ1, σ2 P Σc and σ3 P Σuc. Accord-
ing to the encoding rule, since 0 “ p00q2, 1 “ p01q2, 2 “ p10q2, and 3 “ p11q2,
the matrices IN and IN are as follows.
IN “
ˆ θ0 θ1 θ2 θ3
σ1 0 1 0 1
σ2 0 0 1 1
˙
; IN “
¨˝ θ0 θ1 θ2 θ3
σ1 0 1 0 1
σ2 0 0 1 1
σ3 1 1 1 1
‚˛.
Hence, we obtain the set of control patterns Θ “ tθ0, θ1, θ2, θ3u, where θ0 “
tσ3u, θ1 “ tσ1, σ3u, θ2 “ tσ2, σ3u, and θ3 “ tσ1, σ2, σ3u.
Before considering how the probabilistic P-supervisor acts on a PDES, we
would discuss how the deterministic P-supervisor acts on a PDES. Let us see a
real-world example first.
I/0.05
CST
CPT
α{0.85α{1
β{0.1
β{1
(a)
I/0.15
CST
α{0.85α{1
(b)
Figure 1: (a). The plant to be controlled; (b). The controlled plant.
Example 2 Suppose a group of customer-service staffs in a call center are re-
sponsible for answering the phones about consultations and complaints. Assume
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that all the phones could be answered timely, but the group’s workload at rush
hours (the plant to be controlled) is quite heavy, which is shown in Fig. 1 -
(a). The state “I/0.05” denotes the customer-service staffs being available with
the probability 0.05; and the event α{0.85 denotes the consultation phones com-
ing in, and the plant turning to the “CST” state (answering the consultation
phone) with the probability 0.85; and the event β{0.1 denotes the complaint
phones coming in, and the plant turning to the “CPT” state (answering the
complaint phone) with the probability 0.1.
To reduce the workload of the group at rush hours, an adjusting plan (the
control decision) is made by the manager (the supervisor) such that the com-
plaint phones are not allowed to come in at rush hours (the event β is not
allowed to occur at the state “I”). It is not hard to understand that such a deci-
sion would decrease the probability of the event β to zero, and then increase the
probability of the group being available (the termination probability at state “I”)
accordingly. In addition, since all the consultation phones could be answered
timely at first, hence, the decision would not affect the probability of the consul-
tation phones coming in (the probability of the event α). Therefore, we obtain
the group’s workload after the adjusted plan is adopted (the controlled plant),
which is shown in Fig. 1 - (b).
Remark 2 The aforementioned example implies the fact that for a determinis-
tic control decision θ, if σ P θ, then the probability of the transition with σ will
remain the same; otherwise, it will decrease to zero. Formally, we have
ξpσq “ prpσq ˚ prpσ is enabled by θq,
where ξpσq and prpσq denote the probabilities of the transition with the event σ
at the current state in the controlled plant and uncontrolled plant, respectively.
Because θ is a deterministic control decision, we have prpσ is enabled by θq “ 1,
if σ P θ; otherwise, prpσ is enabled by θq “ 0.
In what follows, we would generalize the case of the deterministic P-
supervisor to the case of probabilistic P-supervisor. First, we present the notion
of the controlled transition-probability function, which characterizes how a prob-
abilistic P-supervisor acts on the probabilities of the transitions of the plant.
Definition 9 Given a PDES G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu with σi P Σc for i P r1,ms,
σi P Σuc for i P rm ` 1, ns, and the observable events set Σo, and the proba-
bilistic P-supervisor: @s P supppLGq, P psq “ t, Spptq “ rp
t
0 p
t
1 ... p
t
2m´1s
T .
Suppose that δpx0, sq “ x, the controlled transition-probability function by Sp
ξ : LG ˆ ΣÑ r0, 1s is defined as follows: for σi P Σ,
ξps, σiq “prpσi is active at the state xq ˚ prpσi is enable by Spptqq
“ρpx, σiq ˚
2
m´1ÿ
j“0
prpθj is adoptedq ˚ prpσi is enable |θj is adoptedq
“ρpx, σiq ˚
2
m´1ÿ
j“0
tptj ˚ INpi, jqu. (14)
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Note that @i P r1,ms, that is, σi P Σc, and @j P r0, 2
m ´ 1s, INpi, jq ď 1.
Hence,
ξps, σiq ď ρpx, σiq ˚
2
m´1ÿ
j“0
ptj “ ρpx, σiq, if i P r1,ms . (15)
On the other hand, if i P rm` 1, ns, that is, σi P Σuc, and @j P r0, 2
m ´ 1s,
INpi, jq “ 1. Hence,
ξps, σiq “ ρpx, σiq ˚
2
m´1ÿ
j“0
ptj “ ρpx, σiq, if i P rm` 1, ns . (16)
Remark 3 Actually, ξps, σiq is the probability of the transition with event σi at
the state reaching by sequence s in the controlled system Sp{G. Equations (15)
and (16) have the following meaning: under the probabilistic supervisory control,
the probability of the transitions with the controllable events will decrease usually;
however, the probability of the transitions with the uncontrollable events will
remain the same. It meets the peoples’ intuition about the supervisory control
theory. That is, the supervisory control always limits the behaviors of the plant,
unless the behaviors are uncontrollable.
By means of the above notion, we could present the controlled probabilistic
language LSp{G, which denotes the behaviors of the controlled plant Sp{G.
Definition 10 Given the PDES G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu with σi P Σc for i P r1,ms,
σi P Σuc for i P rm`1, ns, and the observable events set Σo, and the probabilistic
P-supervisor Sp. The controlled probabilistic language LSp{G is defined by the
following recursive manner:
LSp{Gpǫq “ 1, (17)
and @s P Σ˚,@σi P Σ, i P r1, ns,
LSp{Gpsσiq “ LSp{Gpsq ˚ ξps, σiq. (18)
Note that the controlled probabilistic language LSp{G is only determined by
the controlled transition-probability function ξ defined in Equation (14), which
can be computed by using the probabilistic P-supervisor Sp and the plant G.
Obviously, the controlled probabilistic language is usually a terminating one,
even the uncontrolled plant is a nonterminating system.
For each observation t P P pLGq, the probabilistic P-supervisor has defined
a vector that has a quite big size dimensions (2m). At the end of this section,
we would consider how to construct a more compact form for the probabilistic
P-supervisor.
Definition 11 Given the PDES G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu with σi P Σc for i P r1,ms,
σi P Σuc for i P rm` 1, ns, and the observable events set Σo. The scaling-factor
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function K : P pLGq Ñ r0, 1s
Σ is defined as follows: @s P supppLGq such that
δpx0, sq “ x, P psq “ t,
Kptq “
¨˚
˚˝ k
t
1
kt2
...
ktn
‹˛‹‚, (19)
where 0 ď kti ď 1 for i P r1,ms, and k
t
i “ 1 for i P rm ` 1, ns. Kptqpσiq “ k
t
i ,
i P r1, ns, is called as the scaling-factor of the transition with σi at x.
The following notion characterizes the controlled behaviors of the plant by
the scaling-factor function K.
Definition 12 Given the PDES G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu with σi P Σc for i P r1,ms,
σi P Σuc for i P rm ` 1, ns, and the observable events set Σo, and the scaling-
factor function K : P pLGq Ñ r0, 1s
Σ. The controlled probabilistic language
LK{G by K is defined by the following recursive manner:
LK{Gpǫq “ 1, (20)
and @s P Σ˚, P psq “ t, such that δpx0, sq “ x, and @σi P Σ,
LK{Gpsσiq “ LK{Gpsq ˚ ρpx, σiq ˚Kptqpσiq. (21)
By means of Definition 8 and Definition 10, if
Kptqpσiq “
2
m´1ÿ
j“0
tptj ˚ INpi, jqu, i P r1, ns, (22)
then LSp{G “ LK{G, that is, the controls by the probabilistic P-supervisor Sp
and the scaling-factor function K are equivalent to each other.
In what follows, we would prove this equivalence by proving the solvability
of Equation (22). The celebrated Farkas’s Lemma in linear algebra is necessary
for the proof.
Lemma 1 (Farkas’ Lemma [37]) Let A P Rpˆq and b P Rp. Then exactly
one of the following two statements is true:
1. There exists an x P Rq, such that Aˆ x “ b and x ě 0.
2. There exists a y P Rp, such that AT ˆ y ě 0 and bT ˆ y ă 0.
Here the notation x ě 0 means that all components of the vector x are nonneg-
ative.
Theorem 1 Given a PDES G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu with σi P Σc for i P r1,ms,
σi P Σuc for i P rm`1, ns, and the observable events set Σo, and L Ď LG. There
exists a probabilistic P-supervisor Sp synthesizing the controlled probabilistic lan-
guage L, if and only if there exists a scaling-factor function K synthesizing the
controlled probabilistic language L.
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Proof For necessity, it is sufficient to show that given a probabilistic distri-
bution ptj, j P r0, 2
m´1s, the Equation (22) has solutions for Kptqpσiq, i P r1, ns,
satisfying 0 ď Kptqpσiq ď 1 for i P r1,ms, and Kptqpσiq “ 1 for i P rm` 1, ns.
It is obvious.
For sufficiency, it is sufficient to show that given Kptqpσiq, i P r1, ns, satis-
fying 0 ď Kptqpσiq ď 1 for i P r1,ms, and Kptqpσiq “ 1 for i P rm ` 1, ns, the
Equation (22) has nonnegative solutions for ptj , j P r0, 2
m ´ 1s.
We construct an pm ` 1q ˆ 2m matrix xIN by choosing the first pm ` 1q
rows of the matrix IN . Then the Equation (22) has nonnegative solutions
for ptj , j P r0, 2
m ´ 1s, if and only if given Kptqpσiq, i P r1,m ` 1s, satisfying
0 ď Kptqpσiq ď 1 for i P r1,ms and Kptqpσm`1q “ 1,
Kptqpσiq “
2
m´1ÿ
j“0
tptj ˚
xINpi, jqu, i P r1,m` 1s, (23)
has nonnegative solutions for ptj , j P r0, 2
m ´ 1s.
Let pKptq “ pKptqpσ1q . . . Kptqpσm`1qqT. We could rewrite the Equation
(23) as the following matrix form.
xIN ˆ Sp “ pKptq. (24)
Then by means of Lemma 1 (Farkas’s Lemma), to prove Equation (23) has
nonnegative solutions for ptj , j P r0, 2
m ´ 1s, it is sufficient to show that
rxINT ˆ y ě 0s ^ r pKptqT ˆ y ă 0s, (25)
has no solution for y P Rm`1.
Actually, xINT “ pINT 1q, where 1 is a 2m rows vector with all components
being 1. Suppose y “ py1 . . . ym`1q
T. Then xINT ˆ y ě 0 implies that
INT ˆ py1 . . . ym´1 ymq
T ` pym`1 . . . ym`1 ym`1q
T ě 0. (26)
According to the definition of IN , INT ˆ py1 . . . ym´1 ymq
T is a 2m
rows vector, in which the components enumerate all the sums of the subsets of
tyju
m
j“1. We denote the maximum value of all the sums of the subsets of set
B as MaxSumSubpBq. That is, MaxSumSubpBq “ max
!ř
aPA a|A Ď B
)
.
Then Equation (26) means that
ym`1 ěMaxSumSubpt´yju
m
j“1q. (27)
On the other hand, since Kptqpσm`1q “ 1, pKptqT ˆ y ă 0 means that
ym`1 ă
mÿ
i“1
tKptqpσiq ˚ p´yiqu. (28)
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Let pi “ 1, if p´yiq ě 0; otherwise pi “ 0, i P r1,ms. Then we have
ym`1 ă
mÿ
i“1
tKptqpσiq ˚ p´yiqu
ď
mÿ
i“1
tpi ˚ p´yiqu (according to 0 ď Kptqpσiq ď 1q
ďMaxSumSubpt´yju
m
j“1q, (29)
which contradicts Equation (27). Thus, Equation (25) has no solution for y P
R
m`1. Hence, Equation (23) has nonnegative solutions for ptj , j P r0, 2
m ´ 1s.
As a result, Equation (22) also has nonnegative solutions for ptj , j P r0, 2
m´ 1s.
This completes the proof of the sufficiency.
Remark 4 Theorem 1 demonstrates that the scaling-factor function K :
P pLGq Ñ r0, 1s
Σ is exactly a compact form of the probabilistic P-supervisor
Sp : P pLGq Ñ r0, 1s
Θ actually. For the simplicity in the supervisory control of
PDESs, we could compute the scaling-factor function K first, and then obtain
the probabilistic P-supervisor Sp by solving the Equation (22) when it is needed.
4 Probabilistic Supervisory Control Theory of
PDESs
In this section, we first present the notions of the probabilistic controllability
and observability, and then show that these notions serve as the necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of the probabilistic P-supervisors. More-
over, we would present two polynomial algorithms to verify the probabilistic
controllability and observability.
4.1 Probabilistic Controllability and Observability Theo-
rem
Definition 13 Given a plant G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu with the controllable events
set Σc, and the probabilistic specification L, such that L Ď LG. Suppose L is gen-
erated by the probabilistic automaton H “ tQ, q0,Σ, δH , ρHu, that is, L “ LH .
The specification L and its generator H are said to be probabilistic controllable
w.r.t. G and Σc, if @s P supppLHq such that δpx0, sq “ x and δHpq0, sq “ q,
and @σ P Σuc,
ρHpq, σq “ ρpx, σq. (30)
The notion of the probabilistic controllability characterizes an important
principle of the supervisory control theory that the supervisory control cannot
limit the uncontrollable behaviors of the plant.
Definition 14 Given a plant G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu with the controllable events
set Σc, the observable events set Σo, and the probabilistic specification L, such
13
that L Ď LG. Suppose L is generated by the probabilistic automaton H “
tQ, q0,Σ, δH , ρHu, that is, L “ LH . The specification L and its generator H are
said to be probabilistic observable w.r.t. G, Σc and Σo, if @s1, s2 P supppLHq,
such that P ps1q “ P ps2q, and δpx0, siq “ xi and δHpq0, siq “ qi, i “ t1, 2u, and
@σ P Σc,
ρpx1, σq ˚ ρHpq2, σq “ ρpx2, σq ˚ ρHpq1, σq. (31)
If ρpx1, σq ‰ 0 and ρpx2, σq ‰ 0, Equation (31) could be rewritten as
ρHpq1,σq
ρpx1,σq
“ ρHpq2,σq
ρpx2,σq
, which characterizes another principle of the supervisory
control theory that if the supervisor cannot differentiate between two states,
then these states should require the same control action.
Remark 5 In order to reflect the intuitive meanings of the probabilistic con-
trollability and probabilistic observability more clearly, their definitions are
presented by the automata form. According to the definitions, if the genera-
tor H is probabilistic controllable (observable), then any its language-equivalent
generator H˚ is also probabilistic controllable (observable).
It should be pointed out that the notions of the probabilistic controllability
and probabilistic observability introduced here are the extensions of the notions
of the controllability [2] and observability [3],[4], respectively. The relations
between these notions will be discussed in Section V.
The following theorem demonstrates that the probabilistic controllability
and observability are the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of
the probabilistic P-supervisors.
Theorem 2 (Probabilistic Controllability and Observability Theorem)
Given a plant G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu with the controllable events set Σc and the
observable events set Σo, and the probabilistic specification L, such that L Ď
LG. There exists a probabilistic P-supervisor Sp : P pLGq Ñ r0, 1s
Θ, such that
LSp{G “ L, if and only if the specification L is probabilistic controllable w.r.t.
G and Σc, and probabilistic observable w.r.t. G, Σc and Σo.
Proof By means of Theorem 1, it is sufficient to prove the following claim.
There exists a scaling-factor function K, such that LK{G “ L, if and only
if L is probabilistic controllable w.r.t. G and Σc, and probabilistic observable
w.r.t. G, Σc and Σo.
In what follows, we would prove the correctness this claim.
Suppose L is generated by the probabilistic automaton H “
tQ, q0,Σ, δH , ρHu, that is, L “ LH .
For necessity, if there exists a scaling-factor function K, such that LK{G “
LH , then we need to prove that the specification LH is probabilistic controllable
and observable.
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First of all, we show that LH is probabilistic controllable. For any s P
supppLHq, suppose δpx0, sq “ x and δHpq0, sq “ q, and P psq “ t. Then
ρHpq, σq “LHpsσq{LHpsq (by the definition of probabilistic languages)
“LK{Gpsσq{LK{Gpsq (by LK{G “ LH)
“ρpx, σq ˚Kptqpσq (by Equation (21)). (32)
Since Kptqpσq “ 1 holds for @σ P Σuc, Thus ρHpq, σq “ ρpx, σq for @σ P Σuc.
Therefore, LH is probabilistic controllable.
Secondly, we show that LH is probabilistic observable. For @s1, s2 P
supppLHq and @σ P Σc, suppose δpx0, siq “ xi and δHpq0, siq “ qi and P psiq “ t,
i “ t1, 2u. Then similar to Equation (32), we obtain
ρHpq1, σq “ ρpx1, σq ˚Kptqpσq, (33a)
ρHpq2, σq “ ρpx2, σq ˚Kptqpσq. (33b)
We have
ρpx2, σq ˚ ρHpq1, σq “ ρpx2, σq ˚ ρpx1, σq ˚Kptqpσq, (34a)
ρpx1, σq ˚ ρHpq2, σq “ ρpx1, σq ˚ ρpx2, σq ˚Kptqpσq. (34b)
Hence, @s1, s2 P supppLHq, P ps1q “ P ps2q, and @σ P Σc, we have
ρpx1, σq ˚ ρHpq2, σq “ ρpx2, σq ˚ ρHpq1, σq. (35)
Therefore, LH is probabilistic observable. This completes the proof of the ne-
cessity.
For sufficiency, we need to show if LH is probabilistic controllable and ob-
servable, then there exists a scaling-factor function K such that LK{G “ LH .
For @t P P psupppLGqq and @σ P Σ, define the scaling-factor function Kptq
as follows.
Kptqpσq “
$’’’&’’’%
1, if σ P Σuc;
ρHpδH pq0,sq,σq
ρpδpx0,sq,σq
, else if Ds P supppLGq, such that
P psq “ t, δpx0, sσq! and δHpq0, sq!;
0, else.
(36)
First of all, we need to show the scaling-factor functionK defined in Equation
(36) is well-defined. It is sufficient to show @si P supppLGq with P psiq “ t,
δpx0, siσq! and δHpq0, siq!, i P t1, 2u, and @σ P Σc,
ρHpδHpq0, s1q, σq
ρpδpx0, s1q, σq
“
ρHpδHpq0, s2q, σq
ρpδpx0, s2q, σq
. (37)
By the probabilistic observability of LH , we immediately obtain Equation (37).
Secondly, we would show that with the scaling-factor function K defined in
Equation (36), LK{G “ LH . The proof is by induction on the length of the
string s P Σ˚.
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The base case is for |s| “ 0. LK{Gpǫq “ LHpǫq “ 1. Hence, the base case
holds.
Suppose for |s| ď n, LK{Gpsq “ LHpsq holds. Then we need to show @σ P Σ,
LK{Gpsσq “ LHpsσq. By Equation (21) and LK{Gpsq “ LHpsq, we have
LK{Gpsσq “ LHpsq ˚ ρpδpx0, sq, σq ˚KpP psqqpσq. (38)
We prove LK{Gpsσq “ LHpsσq by dividing into the following three cases.
1. If σ P Σuc, then KpP psqqpσq “ 1. According to the probabilistic control-
lability of LH , we obtain ρpδpx0, sq, σq “ ρHpδHpq0, sq, σq. Thus,
LK{Gpsσq “ LHpsq ˚ ρpδpx0, sq, σq ˚KpP psqqpσq
“ LHpsq ˚ ρHpδHpq0, sq, σq ˚ 1
“ LHpsσq.
2. If σ P Σc, and δpx0, sσq! and δHpq0, sq!,
LK{Gpsσq “ LHpsq ˚ ρpδpx0, sq, σq ˚KpP psqqpσq
“ LHpsq ˚ ρpδpx0, sq, σq ˚
ρHpδHpq0, sq, σq
ρpδpx0, sq, σq
“ LHpsq ˚ ρHpδHpq0, sq, σq
“ LHpsσq.
3. If σ P Σc, and δpx0, sσq! or δHpq0, sq!, then δHpq0, sσq!. Hence, LHpsσq “
0. On the other hand, LK{Gpsσq “ LHpsq˚ρpδpx0, sq, σq˚KpP psqqpσq “ 0.
Therefore, LK{Gpsσq “ LHpsσq.
This completes the proof of the sufficiency.
Remark 6 Theorem 2 not only demonstrates that the probabilistic controlla-
bility and observability are the necessary and sufficient conditions for the exis-
tence of the probabilistic P-supervisors, but also provides the design method of
the probabilistic P-supervisor. Since Equation (36) formulates a scaling-factor
function that can synthesize the desired specification, we can obtain the proba-
bilistic P-supervisor by solving Equation (22).
The following simple example illustrates how to verify the probabilistic con-
trollability and observability by definitions, and how to use the probabilistic
supervisor to achieve the desired probabilistic specification.
Example 3 The example is obtained by slightly altering the example in [34].
Consider a robot equipped with sensors that can detect obstacles. Assume the
robot starts moving upwards in the left area, as shown in Fig. 2. We model
the robot as the PDES G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu, Σ “ tσiu, i P r1, 5s, as shown in
Fig. 3 - (a). Suppose Σc “ Σo “ tσ1, σ2u. The uncontrollable events σ3, σ4
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Figure 2: mobile robot with sensors
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Figure 3: (a). G in Example 3; (b). H in Example 3.
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and σ5 denote the sensing of an obstacle “in front”,“in front and on the right”
and “in front and on the left”, respectively. The controllable events σ1 and σ2
represent that the robot choose the actions of “turning right” and “turning left”,
respectively. The initial state x0 means the robot moves keeping the original
direction. The state x1 means the robot might be at the positions “P1” or “P5”,
in which the alternative actions of “turning right” (denoted by event “σ1”) and
“turning left” (denoted by event “σ2”) are randomly chosen. In addition, the
state x2 means the robot might be at the positions “P2”, “P3” or “P4”, in which
the only action can be chosen is “turning left”. Moreover, the state x3 means
the robot might be at the positions “P6”, “P7” or “P8”, in which the only action
can be chosen is “turning right”.
Obviously, the uncontrolled robot explores the left area and right area with
the same probability. Suppose the desired ratio of the probabilities of searching
the left area and right area is 5
4
. Then the probabilistic specification could be
characterized by H “ tQ, q0,Σ, δH , ρHu, as shown in Fig. 3 - (b).
The deterministic supervisors cannot realize such a probabilistic specifica-
tion, as the control pattern tσ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5u at state x1 will do not change the
original probabilities; and the control patterns tσ1, σ3, σ4, σ5u and tσ2, σ3, σ4, σ5u
will make the robot only explore at the right area and left area, respectively; and
the control patterns tσ3, σ4, σ5u will block the plant at state x1.
However, the probabilistic P-supervisors can be competent this control task,
as the specification is probabilistic and only partial events can be observed.
We discuss the probabilistic controllability and observability of the specifi-
cation H. Firstly, the probabilistic controllability of H obviously holds, as the
probabilities of the corresponding transitions with uncontrollable events in G and
H are all equal to each other. We continue to investigate the probabilistic ob-
servability of H. Note that there exist the events sequences s1 “ σ3 and s2 “ σ5,
such that P ps1q “ P ps2q, reaching the states q1 and q3, respectively. Note that
0.4 “ ρHpq1, σ1q ˚ ρpx3, σ1q ‰ ρHpq3, σ1q ˚ ρpx1, σ1q “ 0.5. Thus, H is not
probabilistic observable.
Suppose the observable events set is revised to Σo “ tσ1, σ2, σ3u. Then it
can be verified that H is probabilistic observable by the definition. We could
construct a probabilistic P-supervisor Sp such that LSp{G “ LH as follows. First
of all, by Equation (36), the scaling-factor function K could be computed: for
t1 P pσ2|σ1q
˚σ3,
Kpt1q “ p0.8 1 1 1 1q
T,
and for @t2 P P psupppLpGqqqzpσ2|σ1q
˚σ3,
Kpt2q “ p1 1 1 1 1q
T.
Secondly, by solving the Equation (21), we could obtain one of the probabilistic
P-supervisors as follows:
Sppt1q “ p0 0 0.2 0.8q
T,
Sppt2q “ p0 0 0 1q
T.
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4.2 Verification Algorithms of the probabilistic controlla-
bility and observability
In Example 3, we have illustrated how to verify the probabilistic controllability
and observability by definitions. However, it is difficult to do so in a large
scale system. Hence, we would present two polynomial algorithms to verify the
probabilistic controllability and observability in this subsection.
First, we present a verification algorithm for the probabilistic controllability
as follows.
Algorithm 1 Given a plant G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu with the controllable events
set Σc, and the probabilistic specification L, such that L Ď LG. Suppose L is
generated by the probabilistic automaton H “ tQ, q0,Σ, δH , ρHu, that is, L “
LH .
1. Construct the testing automaton Gtc for the probabilistic controllability as
follows.
Gtc “ tpX ˆQq Y tdu, px0, q0q,Σ, δtcu. (39)
pX ˆQq Y tdu is the set of states. The (partial) transition function δtc :
pX ˆQq ˆ ΣÑ pX ˆQq Y tdu is defined as follows.
δtcppx, qq, σq “
#
pδpx, σq, δHpq, σqq, if c1,
d, if c2.
(40)
Here the c1 denotes the condition: rδHpq, σq!^δpx, σq!^σ P Σuc^ρpx, σq “
ρHpq, σqs _ rδHpq, σq! ^ δpx, σq! ^ σ P Σcs; and c2 denotes the condition:
rσ P Σuc ^ ρpx, σq ‰ ρHpq, σqs
2. Check whether or not the state “d” is reachable from the initial state
px0, q0q. If the answer is yes, then LH is not probabilistic controllable;
otherwise, LH is probabilistic controllable.
The basic idea of Algorithm 1 is capturing all the violations of the proba-
bilistic controllability by reaching the state “d” of Gtc. Note that |Gtc| “ pp|X |˚
|Q| ` 1q ˚ |Σ|q. As a result, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is Op|X | ˚ |Q| ˚ |Σ|q.
Example 4 Given a plant G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu, Σ “ tσ1, σ2, σ3u, with Σc “
tσ1, σ2u and Σo “ tσ2, σ3u, and the specification H “ tQ, q0,Σ, δH , ρHu, as
shown in Fig. 3 - (a) and (b), respectively. According to Algorithm 1, we could
construct the testing automaton Gtc. A part of Gtc is shown in Fig. 3 - (c).
Note that the state “d” is reachable from px0, q0q. Hence, the specification LH
is not probabilistic controllable. The reachability of the state “d” in Fig. 3 -
(c) explains the fact that there exists an s “ σ1 such that δpx0, sq “ x1 and
δHpq0, sq “ q1, and for σ3 P Σuc, 0.5 “ ρpx1, σ3q ‰ ρHpq1, σ3q “ 0.25, which
violates the definition of the probabilistic controllability.
The following theorem demonstrates the correctness of Algorithm 1.
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Figure 4: (a). G in Example 4; (b). H in Example 4; (c). A part of Gtc in
Example 4; (d). A part of Gto in Example 5.
Theorem 3 Given a plant G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu with the controllable events set
Σc, and the probabilistic specification L, such that L Ď LG. Suppose L is gen-
erated by the probabilistic automaton H “ tQ, q0,Σ, δH , ρHu, that is, L “ LH .
L is not probabilistic controllable if and only if the state “d” of the automaton
Gtc is reachable from the initial state px0, q0q.
Proof According to the definition of Gtc, if the state “d” is reachable from the
initial state px0, q0q, then there exists an s P supppLHq, such that δHpq0, sq “ q
and δpx0, sq “ x, and σ P Σ, the following condition holds:
σ P Σuc ^ ρpx, σq ‰ ρHpq, σq.
Therefore, by the definition of the probabilistic controllability, LH is not
probabilistic controllable.
Conversely, if LH is not probabilistic controllable, then by the definition of
the probabilistic controllability, there exist s P supppLHq and σ P Σuc, such that
δpx0, sq “ x and δHpq0, sq “ q, and ρHpq, σq ‰ ρpx, σq. Hence, by the definition
of Gtc, the state “d” is reachable from px, qq. If px, qq can be reachable from
px0, q0q, then “d” is reachable from px0, q0q. If px, qq cannot be reachable from
px0, q0q, then by the definition of Gtc, there must exist an s
1
P s such that state
“d” is reachable by s
1
from px0, q0q.
In the following, we present a verification algorithm for the probabilistic
observability, and then prove its correctness.
Algorithm 2 Given a plant G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu with the controllable events
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set Σc and the observable events set Σo, and the specification H “
tQ, q0,Σ, δH , ρHu, such that LH Ď LG.
1. Construct the testing automaton Gto for the probabilistic observability as
follows.
Gto “ tpX ˆQˆX ˆQq Y tdu, px0, q0, x0, q0q,
pΣY ǫq ˆ pΣY ǫq, δtou. (41)
Here pX ˆQˆX ˆQq Y tdu is the set of states. The (partial) transition
function δto : pXˆQˆXˆQqˆppΣYǫqˆpΣYǫqq Ñ pXˆQˆXˆQqYtdu
is defined as follows.
• For each σ P Σ,
δtoppx1, q1, x2, q2q, pσ, σqq “#
pδpx1, σq, δHpq1, σq, δpx2, σq, δHpq2, σqq, if c
1
1,
d, if c
1
2.
(42)
Here the c
1
1 denotes the condition: rδpx1, σq!s ^ rδHpq1, σq!s ^
rδpx2, σq!s ^ rδHpq2, σq!s ^ rpρpx1, σq ˚ ρHpq2, σq “ ρpx2, σq ˚
ρHpq1, σq ^ σ P Σcq _ σ P Σucs; c
1
2 denotes the condition: rσ P Σcs ^
rρpx1, σq ˚ ρHpq2, σq ‰ ρpx2, σq ˚ ρHpq1, σqs.
• Particularly, if σ P Σuo, the additional transitions are defined as
follows.
δtoppx1, q1, x2, q2q, pσ, ǫqq “ pδpx1, σq, δHpq1, σq, x2, q2q, if c
1
3, (43a)
δtoppx1, q1, x2, q2q, pǫ, σqq “ px1, q1, δpx2, σq, δHpq2, σqq, if c
1
4. (43b)
Here the c
1
3 denotes the condition: rδpx1, σq!s ^ rδHpq1, σq!s; the c
1
4
denotes the condition: rδpx2, σq!s ^ rδHpq2, σq!s.
2. Check whether or not the state “d” is reachable from the initial state
px0, q0, x0, q0q. If the answer is yes, then LH is not probabilistic observ-
able; otherwise, LH is probabilistic observable.
Similar to Algorithm 1, the basic idea of Algorithm 2 is capturing all the
violations of the probabilistic observability by reaching the state “d” in automa-
ton Gto. Note that |Gto| “ pp|X |
2 ˚ |Q|2` 1q ˚ p|Σ|` 1q2. Hence, the complexity
of Algorithm 2 is Op|X |2 ˚ |Q|2 ˚ |Σ|2q.
The following example illustrates how to verify the probabilistic observability
according to Algorithm 2.
Example 5 The plant G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu, and specification H “
tQ, q0,Σ, δH , ρHu considered here are the same as those adopted in Example
4.
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According to Algorithm 2, we could construct the testing automaton Gto
for probabilistic observable. A part of Gto is shown in Fig. 3 - (d). Note
that the state “d” is reachable from px0, q0, x0, q0q. Hence, the specification is
not probabilistic observable. The reachability of the state “d” in Fig. 3 - (d)
explains the fact that there exist s1 “ σ1 and s2 “ ǫ, P ps1q “ P ps2q, such
that δpx0, s1q “ x1, δHpq0, s1q “ q1, and δpx0, s2q “ x0, δHpq0, s2q “ q0, and
for σ2 P Σc, 0 “ ρpx1, σ2q ˚ ρHpq0, σ2q ‰ ρpx0, σ2q ˚ ρHpq1, σ2q “ 0.05, which
violates the definition of the probabilistic observability.
The following theorem demonstrates the correctness of Algorithm 2.
Theorem 4 Given a plant G “ tX, x0,Σ, δ, ρu with the controllable events
set Σc and the observable events set Σo, and the specification H “
tQ, q0,Σ, δH , ρHu. LH is not probabilistic observable if and only if the state
“d” of the automaton Gto is reachable from the initial state px0, q0, x0, q0q.
Proof Suppose ps1, s2q is the string tuple that reaches px1, q1, x2, q2q from the
initial state of Gto: px0, q0, x0, q0q. Assume δpx0, siq “ xi and δHpq0, siq “ qi,
i P t1, 2u. According to the definition of Gto, we have s1, s2 P supppLHq, and
P ps1q “ P ps2q. If state “d” is reachable by event σ from the reachable state
px1, q1, x2, q2q, then we obtain σ P Σc and ρpx1, σq ˚ ρHpq2, σq ‰ ρpx2, σq ˚
ρHpq1, σq. Hence, LH is not probabilistic observable.
On the other hand, if LH is not probabilistic observable, then according to
the definition of the probabilistic observability, there exist s1, s2 P supppLHq,
such that P ps1q “ P ps2q, and δpx0, siq “ xi and δHpq0, siq “ qi, i “ t1, 2u,
and Dσ P Σc, ρpx1, σq ˚ ρHpq2, σq ‰ ρpx2, σq ˚ ρHpq1, σq. By the definition
of Gto, the state “d” is reachable from px1, q1, x2, q2q by σ. If px1, q1, x2, q2q
can be reachable from px0, q0, x0, q0q, then the state “d” can be reachable from
px0, q0, x0, q0q; otherwise, by the definition of Gto, there must exist s
1
1 P s1,
s
1
2 P s2 such that P ps
1
1q “ P ps
1
2q, the state “d” is reachable from px0, q0, x0, q0q
by ps
1
1, s
1
2q.
5 Infimal probabilistic controllable and observ-
able superlanguage
When the given specification is unachievable (not probabilistic controllable or
observable), it is natural to pursue the “best” achievable approximation. In this
section, we present an general procedure to compute the infimal probabilistic
controllable and observable superlanguage for an unachievable sublanguage.
In the last section, we have presented the definitions of probabilistic control-
lability and observability in the context of automata form. For the convenience
of the discussion in this section, the equivalent notions in the context of lan-
guages form are defined as follows.
Definition 15 Let L and M be probabilistic languages over events set Σ, and
L Ď M . Let Σc be the controllable events set. L is said to be probabilistic
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controllable w.r.t. M and Σc, if @s P supppLq, @σ P Σuc,
Lpsσq
Lpsq
“
Mpsσq
Mpsq
. (44)
Definition 16 Let L and M be probabilistic languages over events set Σ, and
L ĎM . Let Σc be the controllable events set, and Σo be the observable events set.
L is said to be probabilistic observable w.r.t. M , Σc and Σo, if @s1, s2 P supppLq,
P ps1q “ P ps2q, and @σ P Σc,
Mps1σq
Mps1q
˚
Lps2σq
Lps2q
“
Mps2σq
Mps2q
˚
Lps1σq
Lps1q
. (45)
According to the definitions, the following propositions could be obtained
immediately.
Proposition 3 Suppose M and L are generated by probabilistic automata G
and H, respectively. L is probabilistic controllable (observable) w.r.t. M , Σc
(and Σo) ô H is probabilistic controllable (observable) w.r.t. G, Σc (and Σo).
Proposition 4 L is probabilistic controllable (observable) w.r.t. M , Σc (and
Σo) ñ supppLq is controllable (observable) w.r.t. supppMq, Σc (and Σo).
We present the definition of the class of probabilistic controllable and observ-
able superlanguages as follows.
PCOpLq “ tR|L Ď R ĎM ^R is probabilistic
controllable and observable w.r.t. M,Σc and Σou. (46)
It is obvious that this class is not empty, asM P PCOpLq. In general, people
are more interested in the infimal element of the class PCOpLq, as it could be
viewed the “best” achievable approximation of an unachievable sublanguage.
Formally, the infimal probabilistic controllable and observable superlanguage
of L, denoted as inftPCOpLqu, could be defined as follows.
rinftPCOpLqu P PCOpLqs ^ r@R P PCOpLq, inftPCOpLqu Ď Rs. (47)
Firstly, it is necessary to investigate the existence of the infimal element
inftPCOpLqu.
The following two propositions show that the probabilistic controllability
and observability are both closed under the intersection operation (“X”) of
probabilistic languages.
Proposition 5 Given three probabilistic languages L1, L2 and M over events
set Σ. If L1 and L2 are both probabilistic controllable w.r.t. M and Σc, then so
is L1 X L2.
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Proof By the definition of L1 X L2, we have, @s P supppL1 X L2q,
pL1 X L2qpsσq
pL1 X L2qpsq
“ mint
L1psσq
L1psq
,
L2psσq
L2psq
u. (48)
By means of the probabilistic controllabilities of L1 and L2, we obtain, @σ P
Σuc,
pL1 X L2qpsσq
pL1 X L2qpsq
“ mint
Mpsσq
Mpsq
,
Mpsσq
Mpsq
u “
Mpsσq
Mpsq
.
Hence, L1 X L2 is probabilistic controllable.
Proposition 6 Given three probabilistic languages L1, L2 and M over events
set Σ. If L1 and L2 are both probabilistic observable w.r.t. M , Σc and Σo, then
so is L1 X L2.
Proof For s1, s2 P supppL1 X L2q, P ps1q “ P ps2q, and σ P Σc, we have
Mps1σq
Mps1q
˚
pL1 X L2qps2σq
pL1 X L2qps2q
“
Mps1σq
Mps1q
˚mint
L1ps2σq
L1ps2q
,
L2ps2σq
L2ps2q
u (By the definition of X)
“ mint
Mps1σq
Mps1q
˚
L1ps2σq
L1ps2q
,
Mps1σq
Mps1q
˚
L2ps2σq
L2ps2q
u
“ mint
Mps2σq
Mps2q
˚
L1ps1σq
L1ps1q
,
Mps2σq
Mps2q
˚
L2ps1σq
L2ps1q
u (By
the probabilistic observabilities of L1 and L2)
“
Mps2σq
Mps2q
˚mint
L1ps1σq
L1ps2q
,
L2ps1σq
L2ps1q
u
“
Mps2σq
Mps2q
˚
pL1 X L2qps1σq
pL1 X L2qps1q
(By the definition of X) (49)
Therefore, L1 X L2 is probabilistic observable.
Since the class PCOpLq is not empty, as mentioned before, Propositions 1,
5 and 6 can guarantee the existence of inftPCOpLqu.
In the rest of this section, we would focus on the computation of
inftPCOpLqu. Since the support language of a probabilistic language is al-
ways prefix-closed, the non-probabilistic version of PCOpLq could be defined as
follows.
COpsupppLqq “ tRs|supppLq Ď Rs Ď supppMq ^Rs “ Rs^
Rs is controllable and observable w.r.t. supppMq, σc and Σou. (50)
By means of the definition of sublanguage and Proposition 4, we have the
following proposition immediately.
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Proposition 7 The support language of the element in PCOpLq must be in
COpsupppLqq, that is,
R P PCOpLq ñ supppRq P COpsupppLqq.
Actually, the set COp¨q defined above is called as the prefix-closed controllable
and observable superlanguages in literature. It has been well investigated in [6],
[7] and [13]. Hence, we could compute inftPCOpLqu by means of some known
results in the non-probabilistic situation.
By means of the approach introduced by Masopust [13], we can obtain the
finite automaton Hs that generates the infimal element of COpsupppLqq, that
is, LHs “ inftCOpsupppLqqu.
Suppose the probabilistic languages M and L are generated by the proba-
bilistic automata G and H , respectively. That is, LG “M and LH “ L.
In order to simplify the computation of inftPCOpLqu, it is necessary to
refine the automaton Hs, and the probabilistic automata G and H . Our final
goal is to obtain two normal probabilistic automata Gn and Hn, Hn Ď Gn, such
that LHnpsq “ Lpsq for s P supppLq and supppLHnq “ inftCOpsupppLqq, and
LGn “M .
We have the following explanations for the aforementioned refinements.
1. The notion of normal automaton and the normalization procedure were
first proposed by Cho and Marcus [5]. Normal probabilistic automata
mentioned here are probabilistic automata whose logic parts are normal
automata.
2. Takai and Ushio [8] pointed out an excellent property of normal automata:
the state space of the observer of a normal automaton is exactly a partition
of the state space of the normal automaton.
3. LHnpsq “ Lpsq for s P supppLq, and supppLHnq “ inftCOpsupppLqq mean
that Hn encodes not only the quantitative information from L, but also
the logic information from inftCOpsupppLqqu.
4. The refinement operation for the subautomaton relation (Hn Ď Gn) can
be realized efficiently. It helps us to simplify the subsequent computation
for the automaton representation of inftPCOpLqu.
The refinement algorithm that output Gn and Hn is presented in Appendix
A.
In the following, we would present an algorithm to compute an automaton
representation for inftPCOpLqu based on the normal probabilistic automataHn
and Gn.
Algorithm 3 Given normal probabilistic automata Hn “
tXHn , x0,Hn ,Σ, δHn , ρHnu and Gn “ tXGn , x0,Gn ,Σ, δGn , ρGnu, Hn Ď Gn, such
that LHnpsq “ Lpsq for s P supppLq and supppLHnq “ inftCOpsupppLqqu, and
LGn “M .
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1. rH ð Hn, and suppose rH “ tXĂH , x0,ĂH ,Σ, δĂH , ρĂHu.
2. Handle the transitions driven by uncontrollable events of rH. Specifically,
for @x P XĂH and @σ P Σuc, do the following.
(a) ρĂHpx, σq ð ρGnpx, σq;
(b) If ρĂHpx, σq ą 0 and ρHnpx, σq “ 0 and σ P Σuc, then XĂH ð XĂH Y
δGnpx, σq and δĂHpx, σq ð δGnpx, σq.
3. Handle the transitions driven by controllable events of rH. Specifi-
cally, compute the observer ObsplogicpHnqq with the states set Xobs “
tX1, X2, . . . , Xru. Since logicpHnq is normal, Xk1 XXk2 “ ∅ for k1 ‰ k2,
k1, k2 P r1, rs, and
Ť
kPr1,rsXk “ XĂH . For each Xk “ tx1, x2, . . . , xqu, do
the following.
(a) Suppose Σc “ tσ1, . . . , σmu. Compute q vectors with m size: Kpjq “
rk1j k
2
j . . . k
m
j s
T , j P r1, qs, where kij “ 0, if ρHnpxj , σiq “ 0; other-
wise, kij “
ρHn pxj ,σiq
ρGn pxj ,σiq
.
(b) Compute the vector K “ rk1 k2 . . . kms
T , where the ki “
maxqj“1tk
i
ju, i P r1,ms.
(c) ρĂHpxj , σiq ð ki ˚ ρGnpxj , σiq, @j P r1, qs and @i P r1,ms.
(d) If ρĂHpxj , σiq ą 0 and ρHnpxj , σiq “ 0, then δĂHpxj , σiq ð δGnpxj , σiq
and XĂH ð XĂH Y δGnpxj , σiq, @j P r1, qs and @i P r1,ms.
What the step 2) of Algorithm 3 do is searching each uncontrollable
transitions in Gn and Hn. Since Hn Ď Gn, the complexity of step 2) is
Op|XGn | ˚ |Σuc|q. The step 3) of Algorithm 3 is based on observer automaton
that has an exponential states space generally. However, the normal automaton
logicpHnq has the following excellent property: the state space of the observer
of logicpHnq is exactly a partition of the state space of logicpHnq [8]. Hence, the
complexity of step 3) is Op|XGn |˚ |Σc|q. Therefore, the complexity of Algorithm
3 is Op|XGn | ˚ |Σ|q.
Example 6 The normal probabilistic automaton Gn that generates the behavior
of the plant is shown in Fig. 5 - (a). The normal probabilistic automaton Hn
that encodes the (quantitative) information from L, and the (logic) information
from inftCOpsupppLqqu is shown in Fig. 5 - (b). The probabilistic automaton
H, as the generator of the original specification L, is shown in Fig. 5 - (c). Let
Σc “ tσ1, σ2u and Σo “ tσ2, σ3u.
According to Algorithm 3, we obtain rH, as shown in Fig. 5 - (d).
At the end of this section, we would prove that rH is the generator of
inftPCOpLqu, that is, LĂH “ inftPCOpLqu.
We present several necessary Lemmas as follows.
Lemma 2 logicp rHq “ logicpHnq.
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Figure 5: (a). Gn (the normal generator for plant behavior); (b). Hn
(the normal automaton that encodes the information in specification L and
inftsupppLqu); (c). H (the generator of L); (d). rH (the output of Algorithm 3).
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Proof Obviously, we need to show that the steps 2) and 3) of Algorithm 3
do not bring any new transition and state to rH. It is sufficient to prove that
the conditions in step 2) - b) and step 3) - d) both always do not hold.
We first prove the condition in step 2) - b), that is ρĂHpx, σq ą 0 and
ρHnpx, σq “ 0 and σ P Σuc, always do not hold. It is equivalent to prove
δHnpx, σq! and δGnpx, σq! and σ P Σuc do not hold for @x P XHn . For
contradiction, suppose there exists an x
1
P XHn , such that δHnpx
1
, σq! and
δGnpx
1
, σq! and σ P Σuc. Assume δHnpx0,Hn , s
1
q “ δGnpx0,Gn , s
1
q “ x
1
. This
means s
1
P supppLHnq and s
1
σ R supppLHnq and s
1
σ P supppLGnq “ supppMq.
Thus, supppLHnq is not controllable w.r.t supppMq and Σc. This contradicts
supppLHnq “ inftCOpsupppLqqu.
We then prove that the condition in step 3) - d), that is ρĂHpxj , σiq ą 0 and
ρHnpxj , σiq “ 0, do not hold for @j P r1, qs and @i P r1,ms. For contradiction,
suppose there exist j1 P r1, qs and i1 P r1,ms, such that ρĂHpxj1 , σi1 q ą 0 and
ρHnpxj1 , σi1q “ 0. According to the step 3) of Algorithm 3, ρGnpxj1 , σi1 q ą 0,
and there exists j2 P r1, qs, such that ki1 “ k
i1
j2
“
ρHn pxj2 ,σi1 q
ρGn pxj2 ,σi1 q
ą 0, and there
exists k P r1, rs, such that xj1 , xj2 P Xk P Xobs. That is, ρHnpxj2 , σi1 q ą 0, and
there exist s1, s2 P supppLHnq such that P ps2q “ P ps1q, and δHnpx0,Hn , s1q “
xj1 , and δHnpx0,Hn , s2q “ xj2 . In summary, s2σi1 , s1 P supppLHnq, and s1σi1 R
supppLHnq, and s1σi1 P supppLGnq “ supppMq. It means supppLHnq is not
observable w.r.t. supppMq, Σc and Σo. This also contradicts supppLHnq “
inftCOpsupppLqqu.
Lemma 3 LĂH P PCOpLq.
Proof We first prove that LĂH is probabilistic controllable. Given s P
supppLĂHq, and suppose that xj “ δĂHpx0,ĂH , sq “ δGnpx0,Gn , sq. Since we have
shown in Lemma 2 that the steps 2) and 3) of Algorithm 3 do not bring any
new transition and state to rH , we have ρĂHpxj , σiq “ ρGnpxj , σiq for @xj P XĂH
and @σi P Σuc, by the step 2) - a) of Algorithm 3. Thus, rH is probabilistic
controllable w.r.t. Gn, Σc. By Proposition 3, LĂH is probabilistic controllable
w.r.t. LGn , Σc.
We then prove that LĂH is probabilistic observable. We take @s1, s2 P
supppLĂHq, such that P ps1q “ P ps2q, and suppose δĂHpx0,ĂH , sjq “
δGnpx0,Gn , sjq “ xj , j “ t1, 2u. Since we have shown in Lemma 2 that the
steps 2) and 3) of Algorithm 3 do not bring any new state to H , there ex-
ists Xk P Xobs, such that x1, x2 P Xk. By the step 3) of Algorithm 3, we
have ρĂHpxj , σiq “ ki ˚ ρGnpxj , σiq, j “ t1, 2u, for @σi P Σc. This implies
ρĂHpx1, σiq ˚ ρGnpx2, σiq “ ρĂHpx2, σiq ˚ ρGnpx1, σiq. Thus, rH is probabilistic ob-
servable w.r.t. Gn, Σc and Σo. By Proposition 3, LĂH is probabilistic observable
w.r.t. LGn , Σc, and Σo.
By Algorithm 3, we have Hn Ď rH Ď Gn. According to Proposition 2, we
obtain LHn Ď LĂH Ď LGn .
Therefore, LĂH P PCOpLq.
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Lemma 4 supppLĂHq “ supppinftPCOpLquq
Proof Lemma 3 implies inftPCOpLqu Ď LĂH . Hence, supppinftPCOpLquq Ď
supppLĂHq.
Obviously, inftPCOpLqu P PCOpLq, by means of Proposition 7, we have
supppinftPCOpLquq P COpsupppLqq. It
means inftCOpsupppLqqu Ď supppinftPCOpLquq. According to the premise
supppLHnq “ inftCOpsupppLqqu, we have supppLHnq Ď supppinftPCOpLquq.
In addition, Lemma 2 implies supppLĂHq “ supppLHnq. Thus, we obtain
supppLĂHq Ď supppinftPCOpLquq.
Therefore, supppLĂHq “ supppinftPCOpLquq.
Theorem 5 LĂH “ inftPCOpLqu.
Proof We have shown that LĂH P PCOpLq in Lemma 3. For contradiction,
assume LĂH ‰ inftPCOpLqu. Then there must exist L1 P PCOpLq, s1 P Σ˚ and
σ1 P Σ, such that
L
1
ps1σ1q
L
1 ps1q
ă
LĂHps1σ1q
LĂHps1q . We deduce contradiction by dividing the
following two cases.
1. σ1 P Σuc
LĂH P PCOpLq means that LĂH is probabilistic controllable. Then we have
LĂHps1σ1q
LĂHps1q “
LGnps1σ1q
LGn ps1q
. Thus, L
1
ps1σ1q
L
1 ps1q
ă
LGnps1σ1q
LGn ps1q
, which implies that L
1
is not probabilistic controllable. This contradicts L
1
P PCOpLq.
2. σ1 P Σc
Suppose δĂHpx0,ĂH , s1q “ δGnpx0,Gn , s1q “ x1. L
1
ps1σ1q
L
1ps1q
ă
LĂHps1σ1q
LĂHps1q im-
plies that LĂHps1σ1q ą 0. According to Algorithm 3, we have k1 “
maxqj“1tk
1
j u ą 0. Without loss of generality, let
ρĂH px1,σ1q
ρGn px1,σ1q
“ k1 “ k
1
2 “
ρHn px2,σ1q
ρGn px2,σ1q
. It means that ρĂHpx2, σ1q “ ρHnpx2, σ1q, and there exists X1 P
Xobs, such that x1, x2 P X1. Suppose δĂHpx0,ĂH , s2q “ δGnpx0,Gn , s2q “ x2.
Then we have P ps1q “ P ps2q, s1σ1, s2σ1 P supppLĂHq, and LĂHps2σ1qLĂHps2q “
LHn ps2σ1q
LHnps2q
. According to Lemma 4, we also have s1σ1, s2σ1 P supppL
1
q.
By means of the probabilistic observability of LĂH and L1 , we obtain
LĂHps1σ1q
LĂHps1q ˚
LGnps2σ1q
LGnps2q
“
LĂHps2σ1q
LĂHps2q ˚
LGnps1σ1q
LGnps1q
and
L
1
ps1σ1q
L
1ps1q
˚
LGnps2σ1q
LGnps2q
“
L
1
ps2σ1q
L
1ps2q
˚
LGnps1σ1q
LGnps1q
.
Since L
1
ps1σ1q
L
1 ps1q
ă
LĂHps1σ1q
LĂHps1q and
LĂHps2σ1q
LĂHps2q “
LHnps2σ1q
LHn ps2q
, as mentioned before,
we obtain
L
1
ps2σ1q
L
1ps2q
ă
LHnps2σ1q
LHnps2q
. (51)
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We show that Equation (51) is impossible by dividing the following two
cases:
(a) If s2σ1 P supppLHnqzsupppLq, according to the construction algo-
rithm for Hn (see Appendix A),
LHn ps2σ1q
LHnps2q
“ 0`, where 0` is viewed
as the “minimum” positive number. Hence, Equation (51) is impos-
sible.
(b) If s2σ1 P supppLq, then LHnps2σ1q “ Lps2σ1q and LHnps2q “ Lps2q.
Equation (51) is equivalent to L
1
ps2σ1q
L
1 ps2q
ă Lps2σ1q
Lps2q
. On the other hand,
L
1
P PCOpLq implies Lps2σ1q
Lps2q
ď L
1
ps2σ1q
L
1 ps2q
. Hence, Equation (51) is
impossible.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have formulated a comprehensive theory for the supervisory
control problem of PDESs with the assumptions that the supervisor is proba-
bilistic and has a partial observation. The main contributions of this paper are
as follows.
1. The partial observation probabilistic supervisor has been defined as a set of
probability distributions on the control patterns, called as the probabilistic
P-supervisor. The equivalence between the probabilistic P-supervisor and
the scaling-factor function has been demonstrated. As a result, the scaling-
factor function could be viewed as a compact form of the probabilistic
P-supervisor.
2. The notions of the probabilistic controllability and observability, and their
polynomial verification algorithms have been proposed. The probabilistic
controllability and observability theorem has been put forward, in which
the probabilistic controllability and observability are demonstrated to be
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the probabilis-
tic P-supervisors. Moreover, the probabilistic P-supervisors synthesizing
approach also has been presented.
3. The optimal control problem of PDESs has been considered. The infimal
probabilistic controllable and observable superlanguage, as the solution of
optimal control problem of PDESs, has been introduced and computed.
The centralized control of PDESs has been considered in this paper. A fur-
ther issue to be considered is the decentralized control of PDESs. Moreover,
Lin [38] investigated the control problem of networked DES that deals with the
communication losses and delays. However, [38] does not consider the proba-
bilities of the communication losses and delays, which might exist and could be
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obtained in probabilistic systems. The control of networked PDESs that deals
with the probabilistic communication losses and delays could be another chal-
lenge. These two aforementioned problems should be worthy of consideration
in subsequent work.
A Construction algorithm for Gn and Hn
Algorithm 4 For the sets PCOpLq and COpsupppLqq defined before, given
automaton Hs “ tQ2, q0,2,Σ, δ2u such that LHs “ inftCOpsupppLqqu, and prob-
abilistic automata G “ tQ1, q0,1,Σ, δ1, ρ1u and H “ tQ3, q0,3,Σ, δ3, ρ3u, such
that LH “ L and LG “M .
1. Construct probabilistic automata H
1
“ tXH1 , x0,H1 ,Σ, δH1 , ρH1 u, H
1
s “
tXH1s , x0,H
1
s
,Σ, δH1s , ρH
1
s
u and G
1
“ tXG1 , x0,G1 ,Σ, δG1 , ρG1 u, such that
LH1 “ LH , supppLH1sq “ LHs , LG
1 “ LG, and H
1
Ď H
1
s Ď G
1
. Specifi-
cally, do the following.
(a) Let logicpH
1
q “ logicpGq ˆHs ˆ logicpHq first, then specify a tran-
sition probability for each transition in logicpH
1
q. Specifically, let
ρH1 ppq1, q2, q3q, σq “ ρ3pq3, σq. Thus, obtain the probabilistic automa-
ton H
1
.
(b) Examine each state q3 of logicpHq and add a self-loop for each event
that is not defined at q3, and call the result logicpHq
sl.
(c) Let 0` denotes the positive number that is less than any a given
positive number. That is, 0` could be viewed as the “minimum”
positive number.
(d) Let logicpH
1
sq “ logicpGq ˆ Hs ˆ logicpHq
sl first, then specify
a probability for each transition in logicpH
1
sq. Specifically, let
ρH1s
ppq1, q2, q3q, σq “
ρ3pq3, σq, if δ3pq3, σq!; otherwise, ρH1sppq1, q2, q3q,
σq “ 0`. Thus, obtain the probabilistic automaton H
1
s.
(e) Examine each state q2 of Hs and add a self-loop for each event that
is not defined at q2, and call the result H
sl
s .
(f) Let logicpG
1
q “ logicpGq ˆ Hsls ˆ logicpHq
sl first, then spec-
ify a probability for each transition in logicpG
1
q. Specifically, let
ρG1 ppq1, q2, q3q, σq “ ρ1pq1, σq. Thus, obtain the probabilistic G
1
.
2. Construct the observers for logicpG
1
q of logicpH
1
sq, namely, ObsplogicpG
1
qq
and ObsplogicpH
1
sqq, such that ObsplogicpH
1
sqq Ď ObsplogicpG
1
qq. Specifi-
cally, do the following.
(a) Obtain the observers for logicpG
1
q of logicpH
1
sq, denoted by ObsG and
ObsH , respectively.
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(b) Examine each state qobs of ObsH and add a self-loop for each event
that is not defined at qobs, and call the result Obs
sl
H .
(c) Let ObsplogicpH
1
sqq “ ObsG ˆ ObsH , and ObsplogicpG
1
qq “ ObsG ˆ
ObsslH .
3. Suppose ObsplogicpG
1
qq “ tXobs, x0,obs,Σo, δobsu. Then construct the nor-
mal probabilistic automaton Gn, such that LGn “ LG1 . Specifically,
let Gn “ tXGn , x0,Gn ,Σ, δGn , ρGnu, where XGn “ XG1 ˆ Xobs and
x0,Gn “ px0,G1 , x0,obsq. The transition function δGn is defined as follows.
δGnppx
1
, xobsq, σq “
$’’’&’’’%
pδG1 px
1
, σq, δobspxobs, σqq,
if δG1 px
1
, σq! and σ P Σo,
pδG1 px
1
, σq, xobsq,
if δG1 px
1
, σq! and σ P Σuo,
(52)
The transition probability function ρGn is defined as follows.
ρGnppx
1
, xobsq, σq “ ρG1 px
1
, σq. (53)
4. Similarly, construct the normal probabilistic automaton Hn, such that
LHn “ LH1s .
The main idea of the step 1) of Algorithm 4 that constructs three prob-
abilistic automata subject to subautomaton relation is from [1] (page 87), in
which a general procedure to build two non-probabilistic automata subject to
subautomaton relation was presented. The method of the step 2) of Algorithm
4 is directly from [1] (page 87). The main idea of the step 3) of Algorithm
4 that makes a normalization for G
1
is from [5] and [8]. Since H
1
s Ď G
1
and
ObsplogicpH
1
sqq Ď ObsplogicpG
1
qq, the step 3) and 4) of Algorithm 4 preserve
the subautomaton relation. Hence, Hn Ď Gn.
In the following, we would like to prove the correctness of Algorithm 4. Since
the step 2) is similar to the step 1), and the step 4) is similar to step 3), we only
present the proofs for the step 1) and step 3).
Proposition 8 After executing the step 1) of Algorithm 4, LH1 “ LH ,
supppLH1sq “
pLHs , LH1spsq “ LH1 psq for @s P supppLH1 q, LG1 “ LG, and
H
1
Ď H
1
s Ď G
1
.
Proof We first show that after executing the step 1) of Algorithm 4,
LH1 “ LH . By L “ LH , M “ LG and
pLHs “ inftCOpsupppLqqu, we havepLlogicpHq Ď pLHs Ď pLlogicpGq. Since logicpH 1q “ logicpGq ˆ Hs ˆ logicpHq, we
obtain pLlogicpH1 q “ pLlogicpHq. That is, supppLH1 q “ supppLHq. Furthermore,
logicpH
1
q “ logicpGqˆHsˆ logicpHq also implies that if there exists an s P Σ
˚
such that δ3pq0,3, sq “ q3, then there must exist a pq1, q2, q3q P XH1 , such that
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δH1 ppq0,1, q0,2, q0,3q, sq “ pq1, q2, q3q. In addition, we have ρH1 ppq1, q2, q3q, σq “
ρ3pq3, σq. By induction on the length of the events sequence, it is easy to prove
that LH1 “ LH .
We then show that after executing the step 1) of Algorithm 4, supppLH1sq “pLHs and LH1spsq “ LH1 psq for @s P supppLH1 q. According to the construction
method of loginpHqsl, we have pLloginpHqsl “ Σ˚. Hence, pLHs Ď pLlogicpGq ĎpLloginpHqsl . Since logicpH 1sq “ logicpGqˆHsˆlogicpHqsl, thus pLlogicpH1sq “ pLHs .
That is, supppLH1sq “
pLHs . Similar to the proof of LH1 “ LH presented above,
we can prove that LH1spsq “ LHpsq for @s P supppLHq. That is, LH
1
s
psq “ LH1 psq
for @s P supppLH1 q.
Similarly, we could prove that after executing the step 1) of Algorithm 4,
LG1 “ LG.
The remain is to prove that after executing the step 1) of Algorithm 4,
H
1
Ď H
1
s Ď G
1
. We only prove H
1
Ď H
1
s, as H
1
s Ď G
1
can be proved similarly.
Since logicpH
1
q “ logicpGq ˆHs ˆ logicpHq, and logicpH
1
sq “ logicpGq ˆHs ˆ
logicpHqsl, we have
x
0,H
1 “ x
0,H
1
s
“ pq0,1, q0,2, q0,3q,
and XH1 Ď XH1s , and for @pq1, q2, q3q P XH
1 and σ P Σ, if δH1 ppq1, q2, q3q, σq!,
δH1s
ppq1, q2, q3q, σq “ δH1 ppq1, q2, q3q, σq.
Since ρH1sppq1, q2, q3q, σq “ ρ3pq3, σq, if δ3pq3, σq!, and ρH
1 ppq1, q2, q3q, σq “
ρ3pq3, σq, thus we could obtain
ρH1 ppq1, q2, q3q, σq ď ρH1sppq1, q2, q3q, σq,
for @pq1, q2, q3q P XH1 and σ P Σ. Therefore, by the definition of subautomaton,
H
1
Ď H
1
s.
Proposition 9 After executing the step 3) of Algorithm 4, logicpGnq is a nor-
mal automaton, and LGn “ LG1 .
Proof The proof of the normality of logicpGnq can refer to [5] and [8]. We
only prove LGn “ LG1 . According to the definitions of observer automaton
and Gn, δG1 px
1
, σq! always implies δobspxobs, σq!, for px
1
, xobsq P XGn . Thus,
supppLG1 q “ supppLGnq. By the definition of Gn, if there exists an s P Σ
˚
such that δG1 px0,G1 , sq “ x
1
, then there must exist an px
1
, xobsq P XGn , such
that δGnppx0,G1 , x0,obsq, sq “ px
1
, xobsq. Moreover, we have ρGnppx
1
, xobsq, σq “
ρG1 px
1
, σq. By induction on the length of the events sequence, it is easy to prove
that LG1 “ LGn .
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